Proctor Training for the Kids’ Activity and Nutrition Questionnaire (KAN-Q)
Getting Off on the Right Foot

- **Who are you?** Sign the Sign-in Sheet
- **Your yellow brick road** Pick up a Proctor Guide
- **Dorothys, Scarecrows, Tin Mans, & Lions** Assemble a Team
- **Toward the Emerald City** Successfully Navigate a Scenario
- **Get your diploma** Pass the Proctor Quiz
- **Find your way home** Literally, this is the last session
Follow the Yellow Brick…
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“Experience is the only thing that brings knowledge.” – the Wizard

Team-Based Scenarios
For the Next 15 Minutes...

1. Assemble a Team
2. Choose your Dorothy
   - She or he reads your scenario aloud
3. Use your brains (and the Proctor Guide) to navigate the situation
4. Choose a Cowardly Lion
   - She or he reports fearlessly to the large group after you’ve overcome the problem
For the Next 15 Minutes...

1. Large group reports
   - A brief synopsis of your scenario
   - How you addressed it

2. Large group feedback
   - Does the response follow Proctor guidelines?
   - Is the response feasible?
   - Would you have responded differently?
Pay no attention to that (wo)man behind the curtain.
“…by virtue of the authority vested in me by the Universitatis Committitum E Pluribus Unum…"
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